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We consider a class of first-order differential equations generalizing the logistic
equation of population growth, together with a two-point boundary condition of
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .the form y 0 s h y 1 where y t is the size of the population at time t . Thus
w xthe population, defined for t g 0, 1 , resets itself at the end of the unit time
interval to its initial value. If y satisfies the boundary condition and we define
Ž . Ž . w .Y t q n s y t for t g 0, 1 and n s 0, 1, . . . , then Y is a 1-periodic solution of
Ž w .the differential equation extended to t g 0, ‘ by periodicity for t / 1, 2, . . . and
Ž Ž .. Ž .Y has a jump of magnitude h y 1 y y 0 at t s 1, 2, . . . . This quasi-steady-state
solution corresponds to a population growing or declining on n y 1 - t - n
Ž .n s 1, 2, . . . and decreasing or increasing impulsively at t s 1, 2, . . . . Y plays a
Ž . Ž Ž ..role for the jump condition y n q s h y n y analogous to that played by
Žconstant solutions to the differential equation with zero jump condition i.e.,
Ž . Ž ..y n q s y n y . We show, under hypotheses motivated by biological considera-
tions, that a strictly positive solution exists, is unique, and is monotone and
continuous in its dependence on h. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: existence; quasi-steady-state; population growth; impulsive differen-
tial equations.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a population whose seasonal growth is modeled by a suitable
first-order differential equation
yX t s g t , y t . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Without loss of generality we suppose time so scaled that the growing
season has length 1. Suppose that during the remainder of the year this
model does not apply, but is known that, say, a fixed fraction a of the
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population alive at the end of the growing season is left alive at the
beginning of the next growing season. Then the quasi-steady-state for the
Ž .population is the solution of 1 and the boundary condition
y 0 s a y 1 . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since the solution if one exists! of 1 and 2 may not lie near any
Ž .equilibrium or steady-state solution of 1 , the much-studied behavior of
Ž .these equilibrium solutions is not obviously relevant to the study of 1 and
Ž .2 .
Instead of modeling the size of the population during the season of
Ž .growth, 1 might instead model the population during a period of de-
crease. Let a ) 1 then denote in summary form the reproduction that
must take place during the rest of the year if the species is to avoid
extinction, so that the population at the beginning of the next growth
Ž . Ž .season is a y 1 . Then boundary condition 2 again represents the require-
ment that the population be in a quasi-steady-state, i.e., that its density
repeats the same pattern year after year.
Ž .In greater generality, the boundary condition 2 may be replaced with a
more general, nonlinear condition. Such a condition may be empirical or
Ž .itself derived from a separate theoretical model cf. below .
The model just proposed may be viewed as involving pulses of deaths
Ž . Ž .a - 1 or births a ) 1 . Some related models occur in the literature.
w xRoberts and Kao 6 investigated the consequences of pulsed births to the
w xcourse of tuberculosis in opossum. White et al. 7 consider a host]parasite
Ž .system in which host reproduction is limited to possibly short intervals.
ŽOur interest here is in conditions on a sufficient to guarantee for
. Ž .appropriate growth functions g that a strictly positive solution of 1 and
Ž . w x2 exists. In this connection we note that Bobisud and Calvert 2 investi-
gated a somewhat similar problem, but one which had quite different
behavior with regard to multiplicity of solutions; moreover, they did not at
all consider the case a G 1.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
We examine first the case of exponential growth
yX t s b y t , y 0 s a y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . b t Ž .Since y t s y 0 e , a positive solution exists and is highly nonunique
precisely when a e b s 1. This case does not seem very interesting and we
do not pursue it.
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We now look at the case of the logistic equation
yX t s b y t 1 y y t , y 0 s a y 1 , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where b ) 0, the solution of which is easily found to be
1 e b a y 1Ž .yb t yb ts 1 q Ce s 1 q e . 4Ž .by t 1 y a eŽ .
Ž .We must determine necessary and sufficient conditions for y t ) 0 to
w xhold on 0, 1 . Clearly this holds if C G 0, which is easily seen to be
1ybequivalent to e - a F 1. It also holds if C - 0 and s 1 q C ) 0;Ž .y 0
the simultaneous solution of these inequalities is a ) 1. In conclusion, we
Ž . Ž .have a sort of threshold phenomenon: a strictly positive solution of 3
exists exactly for parameters a , b satisfying a e b ) 1. This behavior is
reflected in the theorems that follow. In this connection note also that
Ž .differentiation of the right-hand side of 4 with respect to a shows that
Ž . w x yby t is an increasing function of a for each t g 0, 1 and all a ) e , a
monotonicity result for this simple problem.
The foregoing pair of examples suggests that the existence of a unique
Ž . Ž . Ž .positi¤e solution of 1 , 2 is coupled with 1 being somehow logistic-like.
To motivate the form of the more general problem to be studied here,
consider a population whose intrinsic per capita growth rate is given by
Ž .Ar 1 q YrH , where A is the growth rate per individual at low popula-
tion level Y and H is the half-saturation value. If we assume in addition
that population growth is subject to the usual logistic growth limitation
Ž .term, we have as an example of 1 the equation
AY
X 2Y s y BY ,
1 q YrH
which generalizes the usual logistic equation. Using the quadratic formula,
we have
Y X B AH
2s y Y q HY yž /Y H q Y B
2 2' 'B H q H q 4 AHrB H q 4 AHrB y H
s Y q y Yž / ž /H q Y 2 2
’ F Y K y Y ,Ž . Ž .
2Ž .'where the carrying capacity K is defined to be H q 4 AHrB y H r2
) 0 for BAH ) 0. Here F is monotone decreasing and satisfies
B 4 A
B - F Y - 1 q 1 q .Ž . (ž /2 BH
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The usual scaling of Y in units of K yields an equation having the form
X Ž . Ž . Žy s f t, y y 1 y y where f is bounded above and below and, in this
.instance, independent of t .
Deri¤ation of Alternati¤e Boundary Conditions
Suppose that the population during the portion of the year not included
w x Ž .in the interval 0, 1 is governed by a different logistic equation and that
Ž .this part of the year has length T. Then, letting z t denote the population
during this portion of the annual cycle, we have
zX s bz a y z 0 F t F T , z 0 s y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We are interested then in solving the equation
z T s y 0Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..for y 0 as a function of y 1 : y 0 s g y 1 . This provides a model for the
types of functions g to be allowed. For the solution of the logistic equation
above we have
1 1 1 1 1
ya bTs s q y e ,ž /z T y 0 a y 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž .
whence
ay 1Ž .
y 0 s g y 1 s ,Ž . Ž .Ž . ya bT yabTae q 1 y e y 1Ž . Ž .
which has the form
u y 1Ž .
y 0 s , 5Ž . Ž .
1 q f y 1Ž .
where u and f are positive constants. We observe that the right-hand side
Ž .of 5 is a bounded, increasing function vanishing at zero and concave
downward. Of course a function such as this or, more generally,
d
u y 1Ž .
d1 q f y 1Ž .
may be used on the basis of an empirical fit to known data. Note that the
Ž .latter function for d G 1 is concave downward only for y 1 large enough
Ž .d Ž . Ž .to satisfy f y 1 G d y 1 r d q 1 .
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Formulation as an Impulsi¤e Problem
The general form of the model to be considered here is thus
yX t s y t f t , y t , y 0 s h y 1 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
for suitably restricted classes of functions f and h. This problem can also
be looked at as a certain problem for a differential equation with impulses
w x w x w .1, 5 . Indeed, let f , initially defined on 0, 1 , be extended to 0, ‘ as a
piecewise smooth 1-periodic function by
xf t , y s f t y n , y for t g n , n q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž
w . X Ž .By a solution on 0, ‘ of the differential equation y s yf t, y we now
understand a piecewise continuous function y that is continuously differ-
Ž .entiable and satisfies the differential equation on each interval n, n q 1
Ž . w .n s 0, 1, . . . ; the definition of a solution on a bounded subinterval 0, T
Ž .is similar. The initial value problem corresponding to 6 is
yX t s y t f t , y t , y n q s h y n y n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
lim y t s y ;Ž . 0
tx0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where y n q s lim y t and y n y s lim y t . This initialt “ nq t “ ny
value problem can be written in the form, standard for impulsive problems,
yX t s y t f t , y t , t / 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
D y n s h y n y y y n y , t s n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 7Ž .
lim y t s y ,Ž . 0
tx0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where D y n ’ y n q y y n y is the ``jump'' in y at n. Our interest
Ž .lies in the existence of a value y such that the resulting solution of 7 is0
positive and periodic of period 1. Such a formulation of the problem would
be particularly advantageous for the study of the stability properties of the
periodic solution, for example. We, however, use the simpler formulation
Ž .6 here.
THE LOGISTIC EQUATION WITH GENERAL
BOUNDARY CONDITION
We examine here the case of the logistic equation with reasonably
Ž . Ž Ž ..general boundary condition y 0 s h y 1 ; our results are used in the
broader theorems to follow. First we look at the case corresponding to
decrease in the population during the season not explicitly modeled, i.e.,
Ž . Xthe case h z - z. Naturally, one expects h G 0.
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Žw .. 2ŽŽ ..LEMMA 1. Let k be a positi¤e constant; let h g C 0, ‘ l C 0, ‘
Ž . X YŽ . Ž . Ž .satisfy h 0 s 0, h G 0, h z F 0 for z g 0, k , and h z - z for z G k.
XŽ . g kLet g be a positi¤e constant satisfying h 0 e ) 1. Then the problem
yX t s g y t k y y t , y 0 s h y 1 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xhas a unique positi¤e solution, which satisfies 0 - y t - k on 0, 1 .
XŽ . g kWe remark that the condition h 0 e ) 1 is exactly the condition
found in the Introduction to be necessary and sufficient for existence when
Ž .h z ’ a z and k s 1.
Ž .Proof. The solution of the logistic equation 8 satisfies
k
y 1 s ;Ž . yg k1 q kry 0 y 1 eŽ .Ž .
Ž .therefore, setting z s y 0 , we must show precisely that the equation
k kz
z s h y 1 s h s hŽ .Ž . yg k yg k yg kž / ž /1 q krz y 1 e 1 y e z q keŽ . Ž .
9Ž .
has a unique positive solution less than k. Note that z s 0 is a solution,
but that z s k is not. We set
kz
u z s .Ž . yg k yg k1 y e z q keŽ .
Now by the Lipschitz continuity of the right-hand side of the differential
Ž . Ž . w xequation in 8 , y t / k for any t g 0, 1 ; for otherwise uniqueness for
Ž .the initial value problem would force y t ’ k, contradicting the boundary
X Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .condition. If y ) k, then y - 0; but y 0 s h y 1 - y 1 , a contradic-
Ž .tion. Therefore 0 - y t - k must hold and so z , if it exists, must lie in
Ž .0, k .
X Y Ž . XŽ .One checks routinely that u ) 0 and u - 0; also u 0 s 0 and u 0 s
eg k. At z s 0 we have
d
X X X g k< <h u z s h u z u z s h 0 e ) 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .zs0 zs0dz
Ž Ž .. Ž .whereas h u k s h k - k; from these two facts it follows that there is
Ž Ž .. Ž .at least one solution of z s h u z in 0, k . Were there two such
Ã Ã Y YŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..solutions, there would exist a z such that h u z ) 0; but h u z s
Y X X Y2Ž Ž ..w Ž .x Ž Ž .. Ž .h u z u z q h u z u z F 0.
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We next prove a corresponding result for the case of a population that
Ž .reproduces during the season not explicitly modeled, i.e., the case h z ) z.
2Žw x.LEMMA 2. Let g and k be positi¤e constants; let h g C 0, 1 satisfy
Ž . X YŽ . Ž .h 0 s 0, h G 0, h z F 0 for z ) k, and h z ) z for 0 - z F k. Then
Ž . Ž . w x8 has a unique positi¤e solution, which satisfies k - y t on 0, 1 .
Proof. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, we need to show that
Ž . Ž Ž ..there is a unique value of z g k, ‘ satisfying z s h u z . The increas-
Ž .ing function u satisfies u k s k and
k
lim u z s - ‘.Ž . yg k1 y ez“‘
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..At k we have h u k s h k ) k, while lim h u z - ‘; it followsz “‘
Ž Ž .. Ž .that the equation z s h u z has at least one solution in k, ‘ . Unique-
Ž Ž ..ness follows as before from the concavity of the function h u z .
Instability of the Tri¤ial Solution
1w . X w . Ž . XŽ . g kLet h g C 0, ‘ , h ) 0 on 0, ‘ , h 0 s 0, and h 0 e ) 1. Then the
X Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Žtrivial solution of y s g y k y y , y 0 s h y 1 regarded as an impul-
.sive problem is not asymptotically stable. To see this, let y denote the
w x X Ž .positive solution on 0, 1 of the initial value problem y s g y k y y ,
Ž .y 0 s y ) 0, so that0
k
y 1 s ;Ž . yg k yg k1 y e q ke ry0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..it suffices to show that h y 1 s h u y ) y for all y sufficiently0 0 0
XŽ . XŽ . g k XŽ .small. For this it is enough that h 0 u 0 ) 1, i.e., that e h 0 ) 1.
EXISTENCE
We want to establish biologically reasonable conditions on the functions
g and h sufficient to guarantee existence of solutions to problems of the
form
yX t s y t k y y t g t , y t , y 0 s h y 1 ; 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
our conditions are motivated by the considerations of the Introduction and
the preceding section. Here the carrying capacity of the environment is
denoted by k ) 0; we explicitly assume that k is a constant. Note that
Ž . Ž . Ž .y t ’ 0 is always a solution of 10 if h 0 s 0; we are concerned then
with existence of strictly positive solutions.
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Ž . ŽIn formulating our hypotheses it is convenient to set f t, y s k y
. Ž .y g t, y and to impose some of our conditions directly on f ; this is
reasonable on biological grounds since f is the per capita growth rate at
time t and density y.
As usual when using an existence principle based on homotopy, we must
Žfirst establish suitable a priori bounds both upper and lower bounds are
.needed on the solutions y of a suitable one-parameter family of relatedl
problems, here
Xy t s y t k y y t lg t , y t q 1 y l g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l l
11Ž .l
y 0 s h y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
Ž . w xIn 11 the homotopy parameter l lies in the interval 0, 1 and g is al
constant to be specified later.
Žw x w .. Ž . Ž .H1. g g C 0, 1 = 0, ‘ with g G 0 there, g t, 0 ) 0, and f t, y is
nonincreasing in y.
We accordingly may define
b s max f t , 0 ;Ž .
w xtg 0, 1
Ž .w Ž . Ž . xthen for g s brk we have that k y y lg t, y q 1 y l g F b for
Ž . w x w .t, y g 0, 1 = 0, ‘ .
Žw ..H2. The function h satisfies the following: h g C 0, ‘ , h is nonde-
Ž . w . Ž . XŽ .creasing and satisfies h z - z for z g k, ‘ , h 0 s 0, h 0 exists or is
XŽ .  1 Ž . 4q‘, and h 0 exp H f s, 0 ds ) 1.0
Note that the last condition of H2 becomes a e b ) 1 for the logistic
Ž .problem 3 with h linear, and this is exactly the condition found earlier to
be necessary and sufficient for existence of a positive solution.
LEMMA 3. Let H1 and H2 hold. Then there exists a number m ) 0 such
Ž . Ž .that any positi¤e solution y of 11 is nondecreasing and satisfies k ) y tl l l
w xG m for all t g 0, 1 .
Ž .Proof. Suppose first that y is a positive solution of 11 that satisfiesl l
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .w Ž Ž ..y t s k for some t g 0, 1 and y k k. Set h t, l s y t lg t, y t ql l l l
Ž . x X Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .1 y l g , so y t s k y y t h t, l ; integration over t , t yieldsl l
t
y t y k s h s, l k y y s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hl l
t
From this we get that
t
y t y k F h s, l k y y s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl l
t
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Ž .and Gronwall's lemma guarantees that y t s k for t G t . After a prelim-l
inary change of independent variable from t to 1 y t we get the same
conclusion for t F t . This shows that the solution of the initial]terminal
Ž . Ž .value problem through t , k is unique. It follows that y t ’ k, contra-l
Ž . Ž . Ž .dicting the hypothesis h k / k. Thus one of y t ) k or 0 - y t - kl l
X Ž . w xholds throughout. If the former held we would have y t - 0 on 0, 1 ,l
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .contradicting y 0 s h y 1 - y 1 . Thus y is increasing and 0 - y tl l l l l
- k.
Ž . w x Ž .Let y satisfying y t ) 0 on 0, 1 be a solution of 11 ; thenl l l
X Ž . Ž .y t ry t F b , from which it follows thatl l
y t F y 0 e b t .Ž . Ž .l l
X Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . b t.Since f is nonincreasing, we now have that y t ry t G l f t, y 0 e ql l l
Ž .Ž Ž . b t. w x1 y l k y y 0 e g , and integration over 0, 1 yieldsl
1
b s b sy 1 G y 0 exp l f s, y 0 e q 1 y l k y y 0 e g ds .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hl l l l½ 5
0
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since y 0 s h y 1 , we get from this thatl l
h y 1Ž .Ž .l
1 G
y 1Ž .l
1
b s b s= exp l f s, h y 1 e q 1 y l k y h y 1 e g ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H l l½ 5
0
12Ž .
Ž .Now if the values of y 1 were not bounded below by a positive number,l
 Ž .4there would exist a sequence of solutions with y 1 converging to zero;n, ln Ã w xby passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that l “ l g 0, 1 . Wen
Ž .could then take the limit of the expression above as y 1 “ 0, gettingn, ln
that
1X Ã Ã1 G h 0 exp l f s, 0 q 1 y l kg ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5
0
 1 4 b  1 Ž . 4Since exp H kg ds s e G exp H f s, 0 ds , we get from this that0 0
1X1 G h 0 exp f s, 0 ds ,Ž . Ž .H½ 5
0
contradicting H2. Thus there must exist a constant m ) 0 such that1
Ž . Ž . w xy 1 G m for every solution y of 11 and every l g 0, 1 . Because h isl 1 l l
Ž . Ž .increasing, it follows that y 0 G m ’ h m ) 0.l 1
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X Žw x w .. Ž .H1. g g C 0, 1 = 0, ‘ , g G 0, f t, y is nonincreasing in y, and
1 Ž .lim H f t, z dt s y‘.z “‘ 0
X Žw .. Ž . Ž xH2 . h g C 0, ‘ is nondecreasing, satisfies h z ) z for z g 0, k ,
Ž .and lim h z rz - ‘.z “‘
LEMMA 4. Let H1X and H2X hold. Then there is a constant M such that
Ž . w x Ž .any solution y of 11 for l g 0, 1 is nonincreasing and satisfies k - y tl l l
w x- M on 0, 1 .
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we have that y is a nonincreasingl
Ž .  Ž .function satisfying y t ) k. Suppose that the set of values y 1 : l gl l
w x Ž .4 Ž .0, 1 and y is a solution of 11 is unbounded. From 11 we have thatl l l
yX tŽ .l F l f t , y 1 q 1 y l g k y y 1 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l ly tŽ .l
w xintegration over 0, 1 yields
1
y 1 F y 0 exp l f t , y 1 q 1 y l g k y y 1 dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hl l l l½ 5
0
Using the boundary conditions, we may write this in the form
h y 1Ž .Ž . 1l G exp y l f t , y 1 q 1 y l g k y y 1 dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H l l½ 5y 1Ž . 0l
Ž .Taking the limit as y 1 “ ‘ yields a contradiction to the hypotheses. Letl
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .then y 1 F M . From this it follows that y 0 s h y 1 F h M ’ M.l 1 l l 1
2ŽŽ ..THEOREM 1. In addition to H1 and H2, assume that h g C 0, ‘ with
Ž . X Ž . YŽ . Ž .h z - z and h G 0 on 0, ‘ , and that h z F 0 for z g 0, k . Then the
Ž . Ž . w xproblem 10 has an increasing solution y satisfying 0 - y t - k on 0, 1 .
Ž .Proof. We again set b s max f t, 0 and g s brk; then we havew0, 1x
XŽ . kg XŽ .  1 Ž . 4that h 0 e G h 0 exp H f t, 0 dt ) 1, so with this choice of g the0
hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied.
We set
X5 5 5 5 5 5y s max y ? , y s max y , sup y ?Ž . Ž .0 0ž /w x0, 1 Ž .0, 1
Žw x. 1ŽŽ ..for y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 and let
w x 1 XK s y g C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 : y G 0 and y G 0 on 0, 1 ; 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Žw x. 1ŽŽ ..then K is a convex subset of the Banach space C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 with
the norm above. Let
w xU s y g K : e - y t - k for t g 0, 1 , 4Ž .
where e ) 0 is less than the constant m of Lemma 3; then U is an open
Ž . w xsubset of K and no solution of 11 , for any l g 0, 1 , lies on thel
Žw x. 1ŽŽ ..boundary of U. Let j be the injection map from C 0, 1 l C 0, 1 to
Žw x.C 0, 1 defined by ju s u; by the Ascoli]Arzela lemma, j is completely
continuous, hence compact on the bounded set U.
w xWe wish to define a map F : 0, 1 = j U “ K byŽ .l
F w t s y t mŽ . Ž . Ž .l
y t h w 1Ž . Ž .Ž . t
s exp kl g s, w s ds q k 1 y l g t .Ž . Ž .Ž .H½ 5k y y t k y h w 1Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
13Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, if w g j U , so e F w t F k, then 13 uniquely defines y t gŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .0, k because 0 - w 1 F k implies that 0 - h w 1 - w 1 F k. More-
5 5over, in the norm ? , y is a continuous function of l, t, and w, so F is a0 l
Ž . Ž 1.continuous operator. Therefore F.( i = j i s identity operator on R is
Ž .a compact homotopy on U. Differentiation of 13 shows that if that
equation is satisfied then y is a differentiable function which solves the
initial value problem
Xy t s y t k y y t lg t , w t q 1 y l g , y 0 s h w 1 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
14Ž .
the converse also holds. It follows that y g K for w g j U . It is obviousŽ .
Ž .from this that y is a solution of 11 if and only if y is a fixed point of F ;l l
thus F is fixed-point-free on the boundary of U by Lemma 3. It is alsol
Ž . Ž .clear from 14 and Lemma 1 that F ? is the map to the unique solution0
Ž .of 8 , which lies in U provided we choose e sufficiently small. Therefore
w xF is a constant map, so essential 3, 4 . By the topological transversality0
w xtheorem 3, 4 , it follows that F is also essential, so has a fixed point in U.1
Ž .But the fixed points of F are exactly the solutions of 10 .1
Essentially the same argument, but using Lemmas 2 and 4 instead of
Lemmas 1 and 3, establishes the following result.
Ž X. Ž X.THEOREM 2. Let H1 and H2 hold; in addition, assume that h g
2ŽŽ .. Ž . Ž . Ž . YŽ .C 0, ‘ with h 0 s 0, h z ) z for z g 0, ‘ , and h z F 0 for z g
Ž . Ž . Ž .k, ‘ . Then the problem 10 has a decreasing solution y satisfying k - y t
w xon 0, 1 .
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UNIQUENESS, MONOTONICITY, AND
CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE
We now examine the question of the uniqueness of positi¤e solutions of
the problem
yX t s y t k y y t g t , y t s y t f t , y t , y 0 s h y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
15Ž .
where k is a positive constant.
Ž .THEOREM 3. In 15 abo¤e let f be Lipschitz continuous and nonincreas-
Ž . w xing in y for 0 - y - k; let g t, y be continuous and nonnegati¤e on 0, 1 =
Ž . Žw .. 2ŽŽ .. Ž . Ž .0, ‘ . Let h g C 0, ‘ l C 0, k satisfy h 0 s 0, h ) 0 on 0, ‘ ,
Ž . w . Y Ž . Ž .h z - z on k, ‘ , and h - 0 on 0, k . Then Problem 15 has at most one
positi¤e solution.
Of course, y ’ 0 is a also a solution.
Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3, any solution of
Ž .15 must satisfy y - k. The standard uniqueness theorem for the
initial]terminal value problem
X w xy t s y t f t , y t , y t s s t g 0, 1 , s g 0, kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .assures us that two positive solutions of 15 cannot cross. Accordingly,
Ž . Ž .suppose 0 - y t - y t - k for some pair of solutions y , y . Since1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .  1 Ž Ž .. 4y 1 s y 0 exp H f t, y t dt and f is nonincreasing, we get thati i 0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y 1 ry 0 F y 1 ry 0 , i.e., that2 2 1 1
h y 1 h y 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1y G 0. 16Ž .
y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž . Ž .Since the graph of h z is concave down on 0, k , we have that
h z h z y h 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
Xs ) h zŽ .
z z
XŽ Ž . . Ž .there, which implies that h z rz - 0, contradicting 16 .
Almost exactly the same argument yields
THEOREM 4. Let f be Lipschitz continuous and nonincreasing in y for
w x Ž .k - y - ‘; let g be continuous and nonnegati¤e on 0, 1 = 0, ‘ . Let
Žw .. 2ŽŽ .. Ž . Ž . Ž .h g C 0, ‘ = C k, ‘ satisfy h 0 s 0, h ) 0 on 0, ‘ , h z ) z on
Ž x Y Ž . Ž .0, k , and h - 0 on k, ‘ . Then 15 has at most one positi¤e solution.
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Observe that the closing argument of the proof of Theorem 3 shows
Ž .that, under the hypotheses imposed, h z rz is decreasing. This observa-
tion motivates the hypotheses of the following monotonicity result.
Ž .THEOREM 5. Let f t, y be Lipschitz and nonincreasing in y for 0 - y - k,
Žw .. Ž .and let g G 0 be continuous. Let h g C 0, ‘ satisfy h 0 s 0, h ) 0 oni i i
Ž . Ž . w .0, ‘ , and h z - z on k, ‘ , for i s 1, 2. Suppose that the boundary ¤aluei
Ž . Ž .problems 15 with h replaced with h i s 1, 2 ha¤e unique positi¤e solu-i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tions. Suppose further that h z ) h z on 0, k and that either h z rz or1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xh z rz is nonincreasing. Then y t ) y t on 0, 1 , where y denotes the2 1 2 i
Ž .solution of 15 with h replaced with h .i
Proof. As in earlier arguments, the hypotheses guarantee that a posi-
Ž .tive solution of 15 with h replaced by h satisfies 0 - y - k; Lipschitzi i
continuity forces uniqueness of solutions to the initial]terminal value
X Ž .problem for the differential equation y s yf t, y . This uniqueness forces
Ž . Ž . w xy t / y t for 0 F t F 1. Suppose that k ) y ) y ) 0 on 0, 1 . As in1 2 2 1
Theorem 3 we then have
y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .1 12 1s exp f t , y t dt F exp f t , y t dt s ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H2 1½ 5 ½ 5y 0 y 0Ž . Ž .0 02 1
so that
h y 1 h y 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1
Q ’ y G 0. 17Ž .
y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .If h z rz is nonincreasing we have1
h y 1 h y 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2
Q F y - 0;
y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .if h z rz is nonincreasing we have2
h y 1 h y 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2 1
Q - y F 0;
y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .in either case, 17 is contradicted.
The same argument yields the following monotonicity result.
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let f t, y be Lipschitz and nonincreasing in y for k - y,
Žw .. Ž .and let g G 0 be continuous. Let h g C 0, ‘ satisfy h 0 s 0, h ) 0 oni i i
Ž . Ž . Ž x0, ‘ , and h z ) z on 0, k , for i s 1, 2. Suppose that the boundary ¤aluei
Ž . Ž .problems 15 with h replaced with h i s 1, 2 ha¤e unique positi¤e solu-i
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tions. Suppose further that h z ) h z on k, ‘ and that either h z rz or1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xh z rz is nonincreasing. Then y t ) y t on 0, 1 , where y denotes the2 1 2 i
Ž .solution of 15 with h replaced with h .i
As regards continuous dependence, the most interesting issue is the
dependence on h. We therefore consider the family of problems
yX t s y t f t , y t , y 0 s h y 1 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i
for i s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
THEOREM 7. Let the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 3 hold for i s
0, 1, 2, . . . and let for some e ) 0:
X Xmax h z y h z q max h z y h z “ 0 as i “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 0 i 0
w x w xzg 0, k zg 0, e
Ž . < Ž . Ž . <Let y denote the positi¤e solution of 18 ; then max y t y y t “ 0i i w0, 1x i 0
as i “ ‘.
Proof. Our hypotheses guarantee that a unique positive solution of
Ž . X Ž .18 , exists for each i and, moreover, that solutions of y s yf t, y whichi
w .take values in 0, k depend continuously on their initial values. Solutions
Ž . w .of 18 are known to have values in 0, k . Should is transpire that thei
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .sequence y 1 converges to y 1 , implying that also h y 1 s y 0 “i 0 i i i
Ž .y 0 , standard continuous-dependence results for the initial value problem0
 Ž .4 Ž .force the conclusion of the theorem. Suppose then that y 1 ¢ y 1 .i 0
With no loss of generality we may suppose there is an e ) 0 such that
< Ž . Ž . < Ž .y 1 y y 1 ) e . Since max f - ‘, and 0 F y t F k, it followsi 0 w0, 1x=w0, k x i
Ž .  4‘from the differential equation 18 that the family y is uniformlyi i is1
bounded and equicontinuous. By the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, there exists a
 4‘subsequence, which we continue to denote by y , such that y con-i is1 i
w xverges uniformly on 0, 1 to some continuous function z. In the usual way,
1 X Ž .z is also a nonnegative, C solution of z s zf t, z . Taking the limit as
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..i “ ‘ in the boundary condition y 0 s h y 1 yields z 0 s h z 0 .i i i 0
Ž .By uniqueness of the boundary value problem 18 , either z s y , a0 0
contradiction, or z ’ 0. We show that the latter cannot happen.
Ž . Ž .The derivation of 12 with l s 1 yields for each i,
h y 1Ž .Ž . 1i i b s1 G exp f s, h y 1 e ds . 19Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H i i½ 5y 1Ž . 0i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If y 1 “ 0 s z 1 , then we get from 19 thati
h y 1 y h 0Ž . Ž .Ž . 1i i i b s1 G exp f s, h y 1 e ds ,Ž .Ž .Ž .H i i½ 5y 1Ž . 0i
Ž Ž ..so for some j g 0, y 1 we havei i
1X b s1 G h j exp f s, h y 1 e ds .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hi i i i½ 5
0
Ž .Passage to the limit as y 1 “ 0 yields the contradictioni
1X1 G h 0 exp f s, 0 ds ,Ž . Ž .H0 ½ 5
0
X Xsince h converges uniformly to h near 0.i 0
THEOREM 8. Let the hypotheses of Theorems 2 and 4 hold for i s
w .0, 1, 2, . . . and let h “ h uniformly on k, ‘ . Let y denote the solutioni 0 i
Ž Ž .. Ž .with ¤alues in k, ‘ of 18 . Then as i “ ‘, y “ y uniformly ini i 0
w xt g 0, 1 .
Proof. As in the proof of the preceding result we may assume that
 Ž .4 Ž .y 1 ¢ y 1 . If some subsequence, which we continue to denote byi 0
 Ž .4y 1 , should diverge to q‘, we would have from the proof of Lemma 4i
with l s 1 that
h y 1Ž .Ž . 1 1i i G exp y f t , y t dt G exp y f t , y 1 dt “ q‘Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hi i½ 5 ½ 5y 1Ž . 0 0i
Ž . X Xas y 1 “ ‘, by H1 , contradicting H2 . So there must exist a constant Mi 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4such that y 0 F M . Since y t F y 0 , the family y is uniformlyi 1 i i i
bounded. From the differential equation it follows that the family is also
Žequicontinuous. As before, we get that some subsequence which we
 4. Ž .continue to denote by y converges uniformly to a solution z of 18 .i 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..From the boundary conditions y 0 s h y 1 we get in the limit thati i i
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .z 0 s h z 1 , so uniqueness for 18 guarantees that z ’ y . Thus any0 0 0
subsequence of the original sequence contains a subsequence that con-
Ž .verges to y 1 , an impossibility.0
Similar arguments show continuous dependence on the right-hand side
of the differential equation.
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